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The Real Story of Snow WhiteIn this oral history of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the
artists, animators, directors, storymen, and other notables who helped create Walt Disney's
greatest film reveal in their own words what it was like to shape cinematic history, and to work at
the fledgling Disney Studio.Few people are left alive today who had a major role in the
production of Snow White. But, in the late 1980s, film historian David Johnson conducted an
extensive series of interviews with "Snow White's people", from directors and animators to "ink-
and-paint girls", to preserve the story of what many said was their proudest
achievement.Johnson's interviews, recorded on cassette tape, were put in a box and placed on
a shelf for over twenty years, until he sent the tapes to Theme Park Press for transcription and
for editing by Disney historian Didier Ghez, who curates the Walt's People series.In this volume,
fifteen more of Snow White's people tell their tales, for the first time anywhere: Adriana Caselotti,
Adrienne Tytla, Berny Wolf, Don Brodie, Joe Grant, Ken Anderson, Lucy and Isabelle Wheaton,
Marc Davis, Marceil Clark Ferguson, Marge Champion, Maurice Noble, Ruthie Tompson, Thor
Putnam, Volus Jones, and Ward Kimball.You know the story of Snow White. Now enjoy the
stories of Snow White's People!

About the AuthorSusan Neall is the tour coordinator for Sew Inspirational Events. She is a former
editor for Australian Stitches magazine and a former craft consultant for Better Homes &
Gardens magazine. Pati Palmer is the CEO of Palmer/Pletsch Publishing, a designer and
consultant for the McCall Pattern Company, and an author of Fit for Real People, Mother
Pletsch’s Painless Sewing, and Pants for Real People. She lives in Portland, Oregon. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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ForewordIt took me a little longer than planned to edit the interviews for this second and final
volume of Snow White’s People. You will probably agree with me that the wait was worth it.
Through the testimonies of many of the artists who worked on Walt’s first feature-length cartoon
we get a fascinating glimpse at the Disney studio in the mid-1930s and at life during the Great
Depression in the US. A time of hardships and excitement. A time of struggles and of great
achievements.Sadly, as I mentioned in the first volume of this short series, not all of David
Johnson’s original interviews survived. Some of the recordings were preserved in their entirety,
some only as excerpts. All of them contain information that is of utmost value to understand the
making of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.One note of caution before turning the page: while
reading these testimonies, it is important to always keep in mind that no statement from any
interview should ever be considered as the absolute truth, as the interviewee might have
misremembered the facts, may have seen only part of the project described, or may have his
own personal reasons for representing reality in a certain way. Hence the importance of the
various perspectives provided in these books.With this in mind, you are now ready to start your
journey, to look behind the curtain and to meet more of “Snow White’s people.”Didier GhezCoral
GablesAugust 2017

Adriana Caselotti (1916–1997)Interview date unknown.Adriana Caselotti was the voice of Snow
White. She died at her home in Los Angeles on January 18, 1997, aged 80, of respiratory failure



from lung cancer.ADRIANA CASELOTTI: When I first went there, it was for an audition in 1935. I
was then eighteen years old. So it has to have been before May 6, 1935.DAVID JOHNSON:
Because that’s when you turned nineteen.AC: Yes, nineteen. So I would say it was like March. I
seem to remember March for some reason.DJ: You went to audition, but as soon as you were
there, didn’t they give you the part right then?AC: Oh no, my God.DJ: That’s the story that I hear.
Walt said. “That’s Snow White!”AC: He did. He did. I heard about a year later from Frank
Churchill, the musical director, that Walt said [when he was sitting behind the screen] after I
finished, he said, “She’s the first one we’ve tried, but I feel certain that this is our Snow White.
But I’m not going to go with this until we really find out definitely.” He said, “We’re going to try out
as many more as we can.”DJ: You mean you were the first one?AC: I was the first one.DJ:
Because that’s not in any of the books either. All the books talk about Deanna Durbin and many
others.AC: They were way after me. I was the first one. Deanna Durbin was much later.DJ: Did
they scout, for months and months and months?AC: A year. A whole year. They tried out 148
other girls. I was the first; after me came 148, that makes 149, doesn’t it? And I was then the
150th because they called me back. That’s exactly it. I was the first and the 150th.DJ: So it was
in 1936 when they called you back.AC: Yeah. It was definitely ’36. I thought they’d forgotten. I
didn’t even know it was going to be a regular real motion picture. I thought it was going to be a
little short, maybe fifteen minutes longer than the others, or something like that. They didn’t tell
me what they were doing. I knew nothing. In fact, halfway in between this whole thing, the whole
production was stopped because he ran out of money. And when he ran out of money nobody
knew we’d ever be there again. I figured the thing was finished. I didn’t even know because they
didn’t let me hear any of the rush. I didn’t see or anything. I didn’t know what was going on. I was
a punk kid. I was very smart, but I wasn’t interested in anything except myself, and so I didn’t
care what was going on. I didn’t know and I didn’t want to know. I just went along with it.DJ: Now,
getting back to the first audition, way back in ’35, did they have you do dialogue as well as
songs?AC: I just had to do some high notes; I just went through a few high notes for him and he
knew. And what really hit it now, is this: that when Frank Churchill, the musical director, said, “I
have a manuscript here, would you please hold this? We haven’t really decided that this is going
to be the exact song, but I’d like you to just hold it, and I will go to the piano, little girl [he’s calling
me “little girl”], and when I get there I’m going to play it a couple of times for you so that you’ll be
able to sing it. Just hum the things if you can’t sing the songs, though the words are the same
thing.” So I waited. I didn’t even let him get to the piano and I looked at it and I said [sings],
“Some Day My Prince Will Come.” He said, “Oh my God, the kid reads!”DJ: Did you have perfect
pitch?AC: You can hand me a piece of music and I’ll sing it to you without ever having heard it.
This is what the point was.DJ: So you do have perfect pitch and relative pitch and all that stuff
and you can sing a B flat.AC: No, the perfect pitch I may miss a half note. But what I’m telling you
is that I can read the music without having heard it. What was important to him was that I could
read this thing without having to have him play it for me first because I’d never heard it.DJ: And
you recall that it was “Some Day My Prince Will Come.”AC: It was definitely “Some Day My



Prince Will Come.” So then he said, “Oh my God, the kid reads, let’s go through it.” Then I just
went straight through this. Of course I didn’t meet Walt Disney. He’s in back of the screen,
because he didn’t want to see me, he didn’t want to be influenced by my looks.DJ: So practically
a year went by and you didn’t hear a word.AC: I didn’t hear a damn thing.DJ: And you were
practicing your scales and your coloratura scales and…AC: Yeah. My father wanted me to be an
opera singer and that wasn’t really what I wanted to do.DJ: What did you want to do?AC: I
wanted to get married and have a wonderful, happy life. That was all I wanted. But it took me a
long time to find the right guy. And I didn’t even find the right guy, but I got married when I was
twenty eight. Then I later found the right guy. I knew that when people were singing in opera and
all this, they had to travel and I’d be away from anybody I liked here.DJ: Did you grow up here?
AC: Yeah. I was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut. At the age of seven I went to Italy with my
mother who was an opera singer. She was singing in Rome and she put me in a convent there,
because she couldn’t keep the kid around with her. I was between the ages of seven and ten at
that time. When I came back here I couldn’t speak a word of English, so that was where I still
have that Italian language and the fluid way of singing. Singing helps a lot when you speak the
Italian language and all.DJ: Where were you living when all of this took place, this Snow White
stuff?AC: I was staying at my father’s house at the time, though my mother lived separately
because my father now lived alone. They had divorced.DJ: You were living with your father?AC:
Not really. I just happened to be at his place that day.DJ: Where were you actually living?AC: I
was living up on Alta Loma Terrace. It’s a little place right next door to the Hollywood Bowl; it is
exactly next door to the Hollywood Bowl.DJ: Was that where your mother was?AC: That’s where
she lived.DJ: And you were living with her?AC: Yes, I was, but I happened to be seeing my father
at 233 South Lafayette Parkway. He had a little studio there and it had a little apartment and
downstairs he was teaching singing there. That’s when they called there and I happened to pick
up the telephone. It was only about two days later that we went down to Disney’s and [Churchill]
played for me and I sang this little bit of song and I think I did something else for Disney, but I
don’t remember what it was—I mean, that day. I’m sure I sang a lot of high notes for him and this
is what really hit him.DJ: Le Rossignol you did?AC: Yeah, I did it, but also something more like
high notes or something. I can’t remember what it was, but apparently that hit him, because he
saw that now he had a singer on his hands, but one [who] still had the little girl quality, which is
unusual. Now with the lines I was not very good at first.DJ: Is this still the first day we’re talking
about?AC: No, this is the next time. They said, “We are not too pleased with the way you are
reading your lines.” I said “I don’t know anything about reading lines, I’m a singer.” So, he said,
“You’re very good in many [ways] and we feel that if we work with you you’ll be able to do it.” I
knew that was exactly what I needed.DJ: Who was this?AC: Larry Morey.I was a live model also.
I would be photographed while I was singing and he copied my hair. He was going to have a
blonde, originally.DJ: Who was this? Disney?AC: Disney, yes. And form what I understand, he
said something like, “I’m going to go with Adriana’s hair.” I had black at that time. And I really
looked like Snow White. So I was copied much more than Marge [Champion], but she was doing



all the calisthenics.DJ: Yeah, the dancing.AC: I mean they needed her because I was not a
dancer. So she was great for that purpose.Then there was Ham Luske. The two of them [Luske
and Morey] seemed to be with me a great deal, especially the first few days.I remember Disney
well, once I knew who he was. I had been working with him several days and I didn’t know he
was Disney.DJ: Oh, you didn’t know?AC: No, because nobody introduced me. He was just sitting
there. He was sort of like a punk kid, and he was sitting with this funny old T-shirt on a stoop
somewhere. He wouldn’t sit on a chair, so I think he’s just one of the guys. What I remember was
that he was watching and then once in a while he’d get up with all the other guys and he’d say,
“Now if were you, I’d do such and such and such and such.” And I’d say, “OK.” I’m listening to
Ham Luske and I’m listening to Larry Morey and I didn’t know what to do, you know. So Larry or
somebody said, “Hey, you just walked away from Walt Disney.” I said “Oh, OK.” So I walked back
and I said, “Now what were you saying, Mr. Disney?” And he said something like, “Call me Walt.
What I was trying to tell you was that you should do such and such…”DJ: In an interview from
1938 you mentioned that you would spend sometimes a whole day on one word like “Hello.” Just
how to say it.AC: Yep.DJ: Can you go more into that?AC: One of them was when Snow White
arrives at the dwarfs’ cottage. They had changed it, I don’t know how many times, and they
couldn’t make up their minds. I remember one was [in Snow White’s voice], “Oh, what a cute
little house.” There were two or three things in between and then they stopped referring to a
house and they said, “Let’s just say,” [in Snow White’s voice], “Oh, it’s adorable!” So they
changed, and then we would go over that about five times, ten times, until I just didn’t know what
adorable meant anymore. But I kept going through it, and then they’d call me back and I had to
do adorable again.DJ: Now when you say the whole day do you mean like two or three hours? Is
that what the whole day was worth?AC: The whole day was about twelve to fifteen hours,
because there was no union. I was getting twenty dollars a day and didn’t care if I worked
overtime. There was no overtime.DJ: Oh, you got paid by the day.AC: Twenty dollars a day and
that was it, kid!DJ: How long did you work on the movie?AC: The whole thing has to be only forty-
five days, the way I come out to think of it, because I made nine hundred and seventy dollars.DJ:
It was over a period of about how long?AC: Two years.DJ: But the movie came out in 1937 and
then if you started in…AC: All right, it wasn’t a full two years. You’re right, but it’s almost, though.
They stopped for a long time because they ran out of money.DJ: And then they called you back
to do some scenes.AC: I had to do some things over.DJ: Do you recall what some of those were?
AC: Yeah, they decided they were going to hire a dramatic coach for me. So now she had me
saying, instead of saying [in Snow White’s voice], “Why Grumpy, you do care,” now she had me
going [in deep, supported voice], “Why Grumpy, you DO care.” Because dramatic coaches want
you to speak from here [indicating her diaphragm] and all. What she didn’t realize [is that] this is
a little girl. You don’t do this.DJ: Do you remember who this person was?AC: Mosley. I think that’s
her last name. Or Moser. She used to have me lie down and do these lines.DJ: Was this at the
studio?AC: Yeah. So I would lie down on the floor and she’d say, “Now try to do it while you’re
relaxed. I want to hear you say the line this way.” I wasn’t good at lines. I wasn’t an actress, I’ll



admit it.DJ: But the movie turned out fabulous. I mean it was fabulous.AC: Because they worked
with me. You can work with me from now until doomsday and I’ll get that line finally. I’m not an
actress. I’m a singer.DJ: Now this Moser or Mosley: did this come like mid-point in your work?AC:
It was more mid-point. I worked with her about five days and [Larry Morey and Ham Luske] said,
“We’re going to let her go and you’re going to go back to what you were doing, because you’re
losing everything. We’re going to have to go back and you just do it your way. Let’s see what you
can do.” I came out better than anybody telling me what to do. I think what really was happening
was that I was so scared I didn’t know what I was doing, because everybody was changing me.
So they said, “Just do it the way you’d do it as yourself. What would you do?” And this is when it
was perfect. After that I had no more trouble.

Adriana Caselotti (1916–1997)Interview date unknown.Adriana Caselotti was the voice of Snow
White. She died at her home in Los Angeles on January 18, 1997, aged 80, of respiratory failure
from lung cancer.ADRIANA CASELOTTI: When I first went there, it was for an audition in 1935. I
was then eighteen years old. So it has to have been before May 6, 1935.DAVID JOHNSON:
Because that’s when you turned nineteen.AC: Yes, nineteen. So I would say it was like March. I
seem to remember March for some reason.DJ: You went to audition, but as soon as you were
there, didn’t they give you the part right then?AC: Oh no, my God.DJ: That’s the story that I hear.
Walt said. “That’s Snow White!”AC: He did. He did. I heard about a year later from Frank
Churchill, the musical director, that Walt said [when he was sitting behind the screen] after I
finished, he said, “She’s the first one we’ve tried, but I feel certain that this is our Snow White.
But I’m not going to go with this until we really find out definitely.” He said, “We’re going to try out
as many more as we can.”DJ: You mean you were the first one?AC: I was the first one.DJ:
Because that’s not in any of the books either. All the books talk about Deanna Durbin and many
others.AC: They were way after me. I was the first one. Deanna Durbin was much later.DJ: Did
they scout, for months and months and months?AC: A year. A whole year. They tried out 148
other girls. I was the first; after me came 148, that makes 149, doesn’t it? And I was then the
150th because they called me back. That’s exactly it. I was the first and the 150th.DJ: So it was
in 1936 when they called you back.AC: Yeah. It was definitely ’36. I thought they’d forgotten. I
didn’t even know it was going to be a regular real motion picture. I thought it was going to be a
little short, maybe fifteen minutes longer than the others, or something like that. They didn’t tell
me what they were doing. I knew nothing. In fact, halfway in between this whole thing, the whole
production was stopped because he ran out of money. And when he ran out of money nobody
knew we’d ever be there again. I figured the thing was finished. I didn’t even know because they
didn’t let me hear any of the rush. I didn’t see or anything. I didn’t know what was going on. I was
a punk kid. I was very smart, but I wasn’t interested in anything except myself, and so I didn’t
care what was going on. I didn’t know and I didn’t want to know. I just went along with it.DJ: Now,
getting back to the first audition, way back in ’35, did they have you do dialogue as well as
songs?AC: I just had to do some high notes; I just went through a few high notes for him and he



knew. And what really hit it now, is this: that when Frank Churchill, the musical director, said, “I
have a manuscript here, would you please hold this? We haven’t really decided that this is going
to be the exact song, but I’d like you to just hold it, and I will go to the piano, little girl [he’s calling
me “little girl”], and when I get there I’m going to play it a couple of times for you so that you’ll be
able to sing it. Just hum the things if you can’t sing the songs, though the words are the same
thing.” So I waited. I didn’t even let him get to the piano and I looked at it and I said [sings],
“Some Day My Prince Will Come.” He said, “Oh my God, the kid reads!”DJ: Did you have perfect
pitch?AC: You can hand me a piece of music and I’ll sing it to you without ever having heard it.
This is what the point was.DJ: So you do have perfect pitch and relative pitch and all that stuff
and you can sing a B flat.AC: No, the perfect pitch I may miss a half note. But what I’m telling you
is that I can read the music without having heard it. What was important to him was that I could
read this thing without having to have him play it for me first because I’d never heard it.DJ: And
you recall that it was “Some Day My Prince Will Come.”AC: It was definitely “Some Day My
Prince Will Come.” So then he said, “Oh my God, the kid reads, let’s go through it.” Then I just
went straight through this. Of course I didn’t meet Walt Disney. He’s in back of the screen,
because he didn’t want to see me, he didn’t want to be influenced by my looks.DJ: So practically
a year went by and you didn’t hear a word.AC: I didn’t hear a damn thing.DJ: And you were
practicing your scales and your coloratura scales and…AC: Yeah. My father wanted me to be an
opera singer and that wasn’t really what I wanted to do.DJ: What did you want to do?AC: I
wanted to get married and have a wonderful, happy life. That was all I wanted. But it took me a
long time to find the right guy. And I didn’t even find the right guy, but I got married when I was
twenty eight. Then I later found the right guy. I knew that when people were singing in opera and
all this, they had to travel and I’d be away from anybody I liked here.DJ: Did you grow up here?
AC: Yeah. I was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut. At the age of seven I went to Italy with my
mother who was an opera singer. She was singing in Rome and she put me in a convent there,
because she couldn’t keep the kid around with her. I was between the ages of seven and ten at
that time. When I came back here I couldn’t speak a word of English, so that was where I still
have that Italian language and the fluid way of singing. Singing helps a lot when you speak the
Italian language and all.DJ: Where were you living when all of this took place, this Snow White
stuff?AC: I was staying at my father’s house at the time, though my mother lived separately
because my father now lived alone. They had divorced.DJ: You were living with your father?AC:
Not really. I just happened to be at his place that day.DJ: Where were you actually living?AC: I
was living up on Alta Loma Terrace. It’s a little place right next door to the Hollywood Bowl; it is
exactly next door to the Hollywood Bowl.DJ: Was that where your mother was?AC: That’s where
she lived.DJ: And you were living with her?AC: Yes, I was, but I happened to be seeing my father
at 233 South Lafayette Parkway. He had a little studio there and it had a little apartment and
downstairs he was teaching singing there. That’s when they called there and I happened to pick
up the telephone. It was only about two days later that we went down to Disney’s and [Churchill]
played for me and I sang this little bit of song and I think I did something else for Disney, but I



don’t remember what it was—I mean, that day. I’m sure I sang a lot of high notes for him and this
is what really hit him.DJ: Le Rossignol you did?AC: Yeah, I did it, but also something more like
high notes or something. I can’t remember what it was, but apparently that hit him, because he
saw that now he had a singer on his hands, but one [who] still had the little girl quality, which is
unusual. Now with the lines I was not very good at first.DJ: Is this still the first day we’re talking
about?AC: No, this is the next time. They said, “We are not too pleased with the way you are
reading your lines.” I said “I don’t know anything about reading lines, I’m a singer.” So, he said,
“You’re very good in many [ways] and we feel that if we work with you you’ll be able to do it.” I
knew that was exactly what I needed.DJ: Who was this?AC: Larry Morey.I was a live model also.
I would be photographed while I was singing and he copied my hair. He was going to have a
blonde, originally.DJ: Who was this? Disney?AC: Disney, yes. And form what I understand, he
said something like, “I’m going to go with Adriana’s hair.” I had black at that time. And I really
looked like Snow White. So I was copied much more than Marge [Champion], but she was doing
all the calisthenics.DJ: Yeah, the dancing.AC: I mean they needed her because I was not a
dancer. So she was great for that purpose.Then there was Ham Luske. The two of them [Luske
and Morey] seemed to be with me a great deal, especially the first few days.I remember Disney
well, once I knew who he was. I had been working with him several days and I didn’t know he
was Disney.DJ: Oh, you didn’t know?AC: No, because nobody introduced me. He was just sitting
there. He was sort of like a punk kid, and he was sitting with this funny old T-shirt on a stoop
somewhere. He wouldn’t sit on a chair, so I think he’s just one of the guys. What I remember was
that he was watching and then once in a while he’d get up with all the other guys and he’d say,
“Now if were you, I’d do such and such and such and such.” And I’d say, “OK.” I’m listening to
Ham Luske and I’m listening to Larry Morey and I didn’t know what to do, you know. So Larry or
somebody said, “Hey, you just walked away from Walt Disney.” I said “Oh, OK.” So I walked back
and I said, “Now what were you saying, Mr. Disney?” And he said something like, “Call me Walt.
What I was trying to tell you was that you should do such and such…”DJ: In an interview from
1938 you mentioned that you would spend sometimes a whole day on one word like “Hello.” Just
how to say it.AC: Yep.DJ: Can you go more into that?AC: One of them was when Snow White
arrives at the dwarfs’ cottage. They had changed it, I don’t know how many times, and they
couldn’t make up their minds. I remember one was [in Snow White’s voice], “Oh, what a cute
little house.” There were two or three things in between and then they stopped referring to a
house and they said, “Let’s just say,” [in Snow White’s voice], “Oh, it’s adorable!” So they
changed, and then we would go over that about five times, ten times, until I just didn’t know what
adorable meant anymore. But I kept going through it, and then they’d call me back and I had to
do adorable again.DJ: Now when you say the whole day do you mean like two or three hours? Is
that what the whole day was worth?AC: The whole day was about twelve to fifteen hours,
because there was no union. I was getting twenty dollars a day and didn’t care if I worked
overtime. There was no overtime.DJ: Oh, you got paid by the day.AC: Twenty dollars a day and
that was it, kid!DJ: How long did you work on the movie?AC: The whole thing has to be only forty-



five days, the way I come out to think of it, because I made nine hundred and seventy dollars.DJ:
It was over a period of about how long?AC: Two years.DJ: But the movie came out in 1937 and
then if you started in…AC: All right, it wasn’t a full two years. You’re right, but it’s almost, though.
They stopped for a long time because they ran out of money.DJ: And then they called you back
to do some scenes.AC: I had to do some things over.DJ: Do you recall what some of those were?
AC: Yeah, they decided they were going to hire a dramatic coach for me. So now she had me
saying, instead of saying [in Snow White’s voice], “Why Grumpy, you do care,” now she had me
going [in deep, supported voice], “Why Grumpy, you DO care.” Because dramatic coaches want
you to speak from here [indicating her diaphragm] and all. What she didn’t realize [is that] this is
a little girl. You don’t do this.DJ: Do you remember who this person was?AC: Mosley. I think that’s
her last name. Or Moser. She used to have me lie down and do these lines.DJ: Was this at the
studio?AC: Yeah. So I would lie down on the floor and she’d say, “Now try to do it while you’re
relaxed. I want to hear you say the line this way.” I wasn’t good at lines. I wasn’t an actress, I’ll
admit it.DJ: But the movie turned out fabulous. I mean it was fabulous.AC: Because they worked
with me. You can work with me from now until doomsday and I’ll get that line finally. I’m not an
actress. I’m a singer.DJ: Now this Moser or Mosley: did this come like mid-point in your work?AC:
It was more mid-point. I worked with her about five days and [Larry Morey and Ham Luske] said,
“We’re going to let her go and you’re going to go back to what you were doing, because you’re
losing everything. We’re going to have to go back and you just do it your way. Let’s see what you
can do.” I came out better than anybody telling me what to do. I think what really was happening
was that I was so scared I didn’t know what I was doing, because everybody was changing me.
So they said, “Just do it the way you’d do it as yourself. What would you do?” And this is when it
was perfect. After that I had no more trouble.Now in the singing part, a couple of times they
wanted me to put in what they called a little more schmaltz into “Some Day My Prince Will
Come,” so they called my father and they had him come back and he sat there with me and we
talked it back and forth and we got it right away, in half a day.DJ: Do you remember when your
father came and you talked back and forth?AC: Yes, yes.DJ: What did you talk about?AC: He
would come over to me and say, “I think they want you to put a little more body into that, a little
more expression, because they want [it to] sound a little more amorous. You’re too little girlish,
try to put a little more like a more grown woman,” or something to this effect. I mean, something
like that.DJ: Now let’s just talk about dialogue. Were you by yourself?AC: I was always alone. I
never had anyone with me. There was no momentum of any kind, whether it be in singing or in
speaking.DJ: Except when you worked with the witch, Lucille LaVerne.AC: Only a couple of
times I worked with her. And I also worked with the dwarfs a couple of times and that’s it.[…]AC:
The last time I saw Walt Disney was when I was on a tour for him on Song of the South, and I
was so happy that he was there at that time, the way he acted with me, because in the beginning
he really did not want me to appear as the voice of Snow White.And this hit me very hard
because I had no chance to ever do anything like The Jack Benny Show which I was invited to
do and many other things which would have launched a career for me.DJ: Because you had to



be anonymous.AC: Right, but now what I found was that he did want me to be with him and
traveling for him. Because now I was on another tour, the third tour for him, actually, and I
remember the last time I saw him. We were in Atlanta and his wife was there and the whole crew
and the whole cast, everybody was there.DJ: This was the last time you saw him?AC: The last
time I saw him. Disney, in 1947. It was on the balcony of the Summit Hotel in Atlanta. He put his
arm around me and he said, “Now Adriana, we have a big, big parade going on down here today.
So when they are there I want you to stand with me and we’re going to wave to the people.” This
was for Song of the South. He would send me on tours that had nothing to do with Snow
White.DJ: You used to travel with Pinto [Colvig]. That was in the forties, wasn’t it?AC: Yes, it was
1944 with Pinto. We went all through Canada and we even met those kids…DJ: You did some
opera in the late thirties. Wasn’t it in Baltimore?AC: You’re right, I sang Gilda. I did it in Baltimore,
and in Binghamton and Albany, New York.[…]DJ: Did they have a soundtrack in the back of the
dwarfs laughing?AC: No, no, nothing, I got absolutely nothing coming back, nothing, nothing
coming back. They would hand me a pretty long sheet like this with thirty, forty lines and I might
even sing a song that day.DJ: Typed?AC: Yeah, they were typed. And I might sing a song that
day besides.DJ: Let’s talk a little about the music now. You were given the manuscripts of these
songs, obviously.AC: Yes.DJ: Did Frank Churchill give them to you, let’s say at the end of a
session, and say, “Please learn this by tomorrow or the next day?”AC: No, no. He knew I would
read it right off.DJ: Oh, so you actually didn’t take it home to study in the interim…AC: There was
no reason. There was no reason. Today you could hand me anything and I could sing that
melody.DJ: So “Whistle While You Work” posed no problems?AC: It was absolutely nothing. I
was there when there were going to write “Whistle While You Work.” I was there that day and
what happened was Disney was standing and Frank Churchill was at the piano, a little upright
piano, a very old thing. He was at the side there and they were fooling around about something
and Disney was acting like the lion, he said a line as a lion, he looked like the lion. I mean,
Disney was this kind a guy, in everything he did. And all of a sudden he said, “Let’s get back to
that thing we’re writing.” It hadn’t been written yet. It was only partly written then, if I remember
correctly. They weren’t satisfied. And that was called “Whistle While You Work.” So here’s what
I’m hearing: I’m standing there… I just happened to overhear it. You know, a little kid doesn’t
know what they’re doing. So I heard Walt saying to Frank [sings beginning of “Whistle While You
Work], “Hey Frank, doesn’t this sound a little like ‘London Bridge’s Falling Down?’” Frank said, “I
don’t know.” And they were back and forth for a long time. Disney said, “Look, we’re going to
keep it.” I was there when they decided.I remember that Disney said “I’m taking you to lunch,” so I
went with him.DJ: Where did you go?AC: We went across the street. It was a sort of a nice little
restaurant. So we went in to have lunch and it was a very nice lunch and it was fifty cents. He
said, “See, Adriana, how inexpensive this is. You can eat here every time.” But he didn’t know I
didn’t have the fifty cents. When mother would give me a candy bar I didn’t have… We had no
money. If she could make a sandwich, she’d make a sandwich and I would eat the sandwich at
Disney’s, but they didn’t know I had no money to go across the street. If I had the nickel to come



home, it was great, but if I didn’t have it, he took me home a couple of times.DJ: Disney did
himself?AC: Yes, he took me himself.DJ: And if he didn’t you would walk?AC: No, no, I would
have the nickel. See, they didn’t pay you the day you worked. You had to come back next
Thursday. I think he knew that I was pretty broke, so he’d offer to take me home, and this was
when he said to me one day, “You know, if you come up with any ideas that are good, I would
certainly enjoy that, because we could use that and then I would give you five dollars.”And [one
day] I was on the set and he happened to be there. So I walked over to him and I said, “If you
could get a bird to imitate me, we would do something like…” And I had the exact melody and he
used it exactly: [sings ahhhhhhh]. And he said, “Hey, guys, come over here! Look what the kid’s
got. She’s got an idea!” This is the truth. That’s used in the movie. And I still wanna know where’s
the five bucks! I never got paid.[…]DJ: Was it difficult to not sing like yourself? I mean was that
treble…?AC: No, it was very easy. I used to imitate Betty Boop. This is what helped me all the
way. This is what made me do Snow White.DJ: Now, you would go to a session and they would
have these storyboards out there and…AC: Yes, yes.DJ: And they would go over the scenes with
you.AC: This is how they did this—each day, as a matter of fact, that I would go there. Now, this
is the next sequence, and so forth. And I’m looking at all these guys and I didn’t even listen to
them.DJ: Oh, you didn’t?AC: No. I was getting bored. I was just a kid.DJ: You just wanted to do
your own thing.AC: Yeah.[…]AC: Paul Smith was the fellow who would play with one finger,
instead of the orchestra. I had no orchestra, ever. How can you be sounding like you’ve got a
whole orchestra under you when you’ve only got one finger? And it was so soft, because they
wanted to orchestrate to me, the way I would do. I didn’t have to sing with the orchestra. The
orchestra played with me.DJ: So he would just accompany with one finger.AC: And it was so
soft, so soft that I could hardly hear it, but it didn’t matter, because all he had to do was give me
the first note and I’d keep going. Frank Churchill stood there with a baton all through this.The
whole score of Snow White I did acapella. There was only one time I had an orchestra. It was
when we did a retake on “Some Day My Prince Will Come.”DJ: Why was there a retake, do you
know?AC: Some little thing that I don’t know what it was and I don’t think it was me. I think it had
to do with the technical [side of things].DJ: And you remember an orchestra then?AC: Yes, and it
was so funny because I choked that day. What happened was I had just had my tonsils out and I
was scared to death, because I thought, “What if I can’t sing after having my tonsils out?” It was
just about five weeks later. And I was called back. This was just before the premiere! So I was
called back and now I was scared to death because my mother said, “I don’t want you to have
your tonsils out, because maybe you’ll never be able to sing again.” And I got scared to death
and oh my god what if they call me back and I have to do a retake. Anyway, I sure had to go back
and do the retake. So here I’m going and somewhere in the middle of the thing I choked.DJ: So
what happened after you choked?AC: After I choked they said, “That’s OK, we’ll make another
take. It was nothing.” But to me that was terrible because I’d never done that. That’s the only time
I ever had any trouble at Disney’s when I was singing.DJ: Now I want to talk about Lucille
LaVerne who was the Witch and she was also the Queen. What do you remember about her?



The very first time you met her, what was it like?AC: I only met her that one time, maybe twice. It
was the day that we were doing the pie scene. And I remember her as she came to the thing and
she said, “Baking pies, my pet?” I went through that with her and I don’t remember anything else.
[…]AC: I used to travel with Pinto Colvig. He would say, “I did the bubbles for Dopey!” What a
nice guy! He was the fellow who was always very happy. This was the funny part about it. When
we would travel together and I’d get tired… We would do seven shows a day because we didn’t
have television in those days. I had to go to schools, I had go to radio stations. Then we might go
to the Elk Club, whatever we could do, get to see everybody we could. Because there’s no
television. It took a lot to catch a few thousand people. So, I would be so tired back and forth and
here and he’s happy. Oh, he’s having a great time with all this stuff. One day I said, “Pinto, what
in the devil are you doing? You’re happy. You get up in the morning at six. I can’t even open my
eyes. You’re up. You’re singing, fooling around with the guy at the train, the Pullman porter. You’re
doing a ‘boop,’” because he had a clarinet. And he’s playing this thing and he’s doing a whole
show and he’d go “a heulk, heulk.” He was Goofy, the whole thing.So he’s doing a whole show
and here I am thinking, “Ah, gee, I don’t even want to hear this.” They’d take the piece of the train
off and put it up for us, because we had to stay overnight. So Pinto’s off doing a show for the
porter. He’d do a whole show. The whole bit. And here I am trying to sleep and oh my God. So I
said, “Pinto, how can you do this? How can you be so happy?” He said, “Adriana, when I get up
in the morning, I say to myself, ‘I’m not mad at anybody.’” And I thought to myself, “My God, we
should all be like Grumpy. If we all thought I’m not mad at anybody, do you know what would
happen? Everybody would be better off in the world, because nobody’d kill anybody because
we’d never think anything terrible.” And this is what I learned from Pinto. He had a wife going
through a cancer thing and she was dying and all this. He had five boys that he had to raise. It
was rough. But this man was the happiest man of the whole group of Disney. This was a happy
guy. And that was Grumpy. This is what I learned.[…]AC: When Harry Stockwell went to audition
for Disney he went ahead and he sang his song and they called him back and now Walt himself
was there. He said, “Harry, this is very good, but I want you to hear a couple of others, because
we have three or four others we’re trying to consider. I want you to listen to all of them, and you
tell me which you like best.” This is what he asked him. You see, Walt’s always asked
everybody’s advice. He would go into a restaurant and ask the waitress’ advice about
something, because he felt this was natural, this was a human way of doing things. He felt that
everybody should tell his story. If you’ve got an idea, please tell it. He wanted Harry to give his
opinion. This is very funny. So now, he’s got four guys singing the same song. Harry listens to the
first one and second one and Harry said, “Gee. This is a nice voice.” [Walt] said, “Do you like it,
really?” And he said, “Well, yes, I do, but I want the job.” Walt said, “Well, that’s your voice!”DJ:
Oh, that’s hysterical.AC: Harry told me.
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